HOW TO FILL OUT A FORM?
1. You must provide us with a valid email address.
2.Give
your name, surname and country so that we can keep statistics
accurately verifying you.

3.
4.

Please indicate your Ethereum wallet from wich you will send ETH
Please indicate Ethereum wallet that supports ERC 20 type, to wich we
will send you your tokens ARCHI. We highly recommend to use the
official ETH-wallet https://www.myetherwallet.com/

5.
6.
7.Further
information would be provided, you will see the address of our
Ethereum wallet .

For starters, you should read the terms of Use. You should read the
terms of Use to the end, to put a tick in the checkbox.
Now, click “CONTINUE”

SEE BELOW

HOW DO YOU BUY ARCHICOINTOKENS?
1.
2.
2.1.
2.2.

2.3.

If you have your own full-fledged wallet that can store ERC20-compatible
tokens,just you simply transfer the ETH from your wallet our Ethereum
received after filling out the form.

Register for one. For example, here: https: www.myetherwallet.com/
Think of a password.
Tap on the button “Create New Wallet”

Save the file. It is very important not to lose this file. Do not give it to third
parties. Keep it in multiple safe places.

2.4.

Copy and save your secret key. It is very important not to lose this data. Do
not give it to third parties. Keep it in multiple safe places.

2.5.

Follow the link “view my address”

2.6.

Select the wallet access method: Keystore / JSON File

2.7.

2.8.

Upload the recently generated file and enter the password.

If all is correct, your wallet will open.
Address format: 0x1f5437842304E77E1E06Cd49E2a104C722073Cf7

Then purchase ETH at any exchange that offers ETHEREUM purchasing. Enter
the address received on registering the wallet and get the ETH, then transfer the
ETH from your wallet to our Ethereum address.

3.

If none of the methods for purchasing ARCHI tokens suit you, you can directly. contact
a ARCHICOIN representative and discuss the possibility of purchasing tokens
through another, convenient method for you. E-mail: decentralized @archicoin.io

